
So you’ve bought an arcade machine…. 

A guide by Abs at Custom Arcade 

This guide was written for the stand up arcade machines, if you have a bar top or table top one, 

the software is exactly the same format, the only difference is when it comes to removing the 

glass. 

First things first, let’s answer a few common questions that have actually been emailed or 

texted to me: 

It’s a little dusty! Why is it dusty Abs? Why?? WHY?! 

Its dusty here, no matter how long I spend wiping the machine down, physics always wins out. 

Static is an annoying thing. Generally though I get it mostly clean, the other culprits are the 

freight guys. Unfortunately I don’t have enough space here to store pallets and large rolls of 

bubble wrap etc; so the couriers I use pick up the machine from here and then kindly place it on 

a pallet and wrap it for me (and charge through the nose). They probably don’t wipe it down 

whilst it gathers dust there. its nothing a moist cloth couldn’t fix though. 

What’s the difference between this and a regular (JAMMA) arcade? 

Here’s something I plagiarized!  

“The JAMMA standard was invented in 1985; any game older than this will not be JAMMA. JAMMA (Japan Arcade 

Machine Manufacturers' Association) is a standard 56-way connector used on many arcade boards to simplify 

conversion of cabinets from one game to another. The majority of newer games use a subset of this pinout. Some 

games (i.e., Street Fighter) which need extra buttons have extra connectors for these additional controls. The 

JAMMA connector has a .156" pin spacing edge connector (male on the game board).” Etc etc etc 

Basically, with a JAMMA system everything is hardwired into a harness, that doesn’t mean much, but 

usually you’d have to be pretty cluey with electricals if something goes wrong. Remember your old 

Nintendo? to play a new game, you’d have to take the cartridge out and insert a new one. Welcome to 

JAMMA! It’s the same thing, although there are now 60 in 1 game boards you can buy as well as 2019 in 

one etc, the price jumps exponentially. If the board dies, you’ll have to fork out for another board at the 

least. It’s a good system but you can only play JAMMA games on it which are restricted to whatever 

“they” want to put on the board. 

The system you have is a PC in a pretty box which is good for a few reasons. Number one, it’s a pc, you 

can always load more games and do everything you can do with a pc. Number 2, it’s a pc, if the hard 

drive crashes, I’ll send you a brand new one ready to go. Speaking of hard drives, you can always put in a 

larger one. 



This system “emulates” the Arcade hardware through the PC, so basically the PC thinks it’s an arcade 

machine and will go through a screen test sometimes when you load a game, this is normal. 

Being a PC, it’s also loaded with tons of different console “emulators” on it. That Nintendo I couldn’t 

afford now resides virtually inside the PC. So you can play Mario Kart etc on it as well as 10,000 other 

games. JAMMA can’t do this, so all the consoles you may have had, or never had are now contained in 1 

package on this arcade machine. Feels good huh? 

 

 

How do I turn this thing on? 

For an upright arcade cabinet: Open the cabinet door with the little key. Lost the key? check that it’s not 

taped to the glass screen first, then check to see if it hasn’t fallen behind the joystick console and finally 

your pockets before you email me for a new one. 

 

For a bartop one:  You’ll see the computers face sticking out of the back of the machine. 

There’s a little computer in there, turn it on and give it about 30 seconds. 

What’s that big black knob thing on the left side? 

it’s the volume control. If not, call the police 

Ok then what? 

Now you should be in MAME (Multi Arcade Machine Emulator) with around thousands of classic arcade 

games at your finger tips. Wow….all these games, it’s ok to shed a tear at this point so go right ahead. 

Joystick up or down highlights the games, or you can use the mouse (or trackball if you’ve splurged) 

provided to scroll through.  

Either double click the mouse on a game or press the green button. yes, the buttons: 

Green: Press it when you highlighted the game you want to play 

Red: cancel the game you’re playing and return to the game select screen 

White: that’s your coin button, when it says insert coin, put your wallet away. Just press the white 

button as many times as you like. 

 



Just remember, Red means stop, Green means go and White is for wasting your childhood allowance. 

Heres a layout, button configs may be slightly different depending on the machine, but the colours are 

all the same: 

 

 

But sometimes it says “type ok to continue”: 

No need to reach for the keyboard, press the joystick left then right, or just wiggle it a little. The joystick 

I mean. 

That’s it! You’re an expert. Congratulations 

 wait….see the menu options on the game select screen? Yeah, don’t touch them unless you know what 

you’re doing. I’ve optimized everything by default so you’re safe. 

 

But some games aren’t on here! 

If you minimize the Mame program and go to the desktop, you’ll see 3 versions at the top left, 

Mame32, Mameppk and Mameui32. 

The default one is mame32 but I’ve included the other versions to maximize the amount of 

games you can play so try another version and you should be ok. Just double click on it. 
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OK so how do I play all the other console games? 

Minimize or close the MAME window, On the desktop you’ll see a whole bunch of folders labeled “Sega, 

NES, SNES” etc. to the right of these folders is a shortcut to the emulator which allows you to play the 

games. Don’t panic, It's easy. At the most you click “Load game or roms” and then usually you’ll just click 

on the game you want to play. If the games aren’t automatically displayed, there’s usually a directory 

called “ROMS” click there and the games list will come up. 

If you’re not too familiar with emulators, Google is your best friend. 

 

PINBALL!! 

If you’re lucky enough to have the pinball feature on your machine, on the desktop right down the 

bottom you’ll see a shortcut called “VPL” next to a folder called “pinball”. 

Double click the VPL shortcut and you’ll get a list of tables with a corresponding screenshot of the table 

to the right. 

Double click the table you like and off you go. 

Sometimes theres a pesky little hidden window that pops up, so if nothing happens after a few seconds, 

move the main window around to check if its popped up behind, click ok or yes depending on what the 

window says and you’re good to go. 

WHITE BUTTON adds coins 

GREEN BUTTON shoots the ball, hold it down for a second or 2 then release. 

With some tables you may get a “factory settings restored” message on the video display, this only 

happens once.; so you’ll need to press RED to exit, then start the table again and it’ll always work after 

that. 

NOTE: The Sega Megadrive emulator (KEGA) is a little funny, the games run fine but you 

have to map the buttons everytime you switch it on, its bad programming. Once the buttons 

are mapped you can play and switch games to your hearts content. It’s only after you shut the 

emulator down and restart it that you’ll need to remap the buttons. It only takes a few seconds.  

Button and Video config? 



This arcade machine uses a “keyboard encoder”, what this does is, it translates the joystick movements 

and button presses on the arcade machine into keyboard keys that the computer recognizes. For 

example UP on the joystick translates into the UP ARROW on the keyboard. 

By default the corresponding keys to the buttons are as follows: 

Button 1: L-CTRL Button 2: L-ALT Button 3: SPACE Button 4: L Shift Button 5: Z Button 6: X 

It’s all pretty straight forward; default screen size for the console emulators is in a small windowed 

display.  Every game console has a different button set up and each emulator has a “configure or 

Options” setting, go to video, set your screen size to full screen or the size you prefer and that’s it. 

As for the button lay out, there is always a controller option. In this case the example is from the SNES 

(super Nintendo) emulator. Mouse click on the Input bit, Devices is highlighted in the pic, disregard that 

and click ‘Input” 

 

Fig. A 

 

Now you’ll see something like this:  



 

Fig.B 

In this case, the super Nintendo controller has 6 buttons marked 

A, B, X, Y and the left and right shoulder buttons. 

So click on the A button with your mouse, and then press the button on the arcade machine 

that you want A button to be. Now just do this to the other buttons and save the settings, 

usually it auto saves when you exit. Easy! 

THIS WILL NOT AFFECT THE BUTTON LAYOUT OR MAPPING ON ANY OTHER EMULATOR. IT’S 

TOTALLY INDEPENDENT. So you can map different configurations on different emulators 

without affecting the rest. 

 

 

 



The Arcade games are all in wide screen, some of the vertical shooting games 
have the tops cut off? WHY?????  
 
Each game runs in its original native screen size. That means that some games are meant to run in a 
smallish window and others larger. Likewise with the vertical scrolling games, the screen was 
flipped on its side. I’ve defaulted everything to widescreen to make the most of the 24” inch HD flat 
screen I worked so hard to get for you. BUT! You can have the games run in their default screen 
sizes, thus eliminating your frustration. The downside is, it’s not in full screen anymore but you’ll be 
playing the game in its original intended size.  
Go to “options” then “default game options” you’ll get the window in fig.C  
Make sure the “enforce aspect ratio” button is checked. If it’s not, everything defaults to widescreen.  
If you’re curious, “Throttle” slows everything down, the PC is way over powered so if the “throttle” 

button isn’t checked, everything runs super quick. 

 

Fig.C 

 



 

Video Settings: 

In the first screen shot (Figure A) you can see that in the “CONFIG” menu there is a “Video” 

option, click this and set your desired screen resolution and size. This is the same for all of the 

emulators; some will be in full screen by default. Setting the screen resolution on one won’t 

affect the others. For example, setting Sega Master System to 1280x1024 will only affect that 

particular program. 

How do I turn it off? 

Just the same as a regular PC, start menu then “shutdown” or just press the button on the 

computer and it will shut itself down. Otherwise, leave it running and it’ll eventually power 

down and enter standby mode 

What if I turn it on and off really quickly a few times? 

Really? 

Some games don’t work: 

In MAME, the arcade should automatically default to the “Available” folder. I’ve also added a 

“favourites”Here I’ve picked about 300 or so of the most popular games I can think of, it’s 

easier to navigate. You’ll see a variety of folders on the left. If you click on the “Working” folder 

it’ll only show games that work but some happen to slip through the cracks. In the “Available” 

folder you’ll get a listing of everything. Any game in RED doesn’t work, but you’ll usually find a 

working version directly above it or below it in BLUE or GREEN. Blue or green is good. YELLOW 

means that the game is unstable or isn’t represented accurately, sometimes it’s a lie and the 

game works fine, usually though, some of the sounds are off or the colour palette is not so right 

either. 

The beauty of this system is that you can always download more games, so if one stops 

working, just Google its title and you’ll usually find another version. Out of 10,000 games, 

there’s bound to be a few that don’t work, that’s still less than 0.01% 

How do I add games? 

Any game you download has to go into the appropriate ROM(S) folder. Make sure that if you 

download a MAME game, it goes into MAME ROMS, likewise SEGA and NINTENDO etc. It’s the 

same as in real life, if you try and put a Sega game in a Nintendo, well, it won’t fit and if you 

somehow make it fit, it won’t work. The Emulator should find the new game automatically and 



list it, if it doesn’t list, it probably doesn’t work or you may need to “Audit” the games list. The 

latter only applies to MAME and maybe ATARI. 

To audit a games list on MAME, just go to FILE, and then click “Audit all games”. You must do 

this if you’ve added extra games or they won’t show up. 

Can I save games to continue later? 

There is a “save state” and “Load state” option in all of the emulators except maybe the Atari 

one. In MAME, simply press SHIFT+F7 during game play, to load the game you’ll have to 

highlight the game in the game select menu, then click FILE/LOAD STATE. This won’t work on all 

games though, for more info, see the MAME help menu. With the other emulators though, it’s 

simply a matter of clicking FILE/SAVE STATE to save and then FILE/LOAD STATE to continue. 

Most of the other emulators won’t require you to have the game selected. There are short cut 

keys but they vary from emulator to emulator. 

How come this guide started off sort of funny but then kind of petered off into 

boring oblivion? 

Oh for fucks sake, do you really think I want to be writing this guide? I have a split personality 

and its 3am 

 

Maintenance and general info: 

How do I get to the screen? I want to wipe it down: 

You’ll need a screwdriver or an appropriate screw removing apparatus.  

Underneath the joystick console you’ll see one or 2 L shaped brackets on each side, each 

bracket is held in by 2 screws. Remove the brackets. 

Now the Joystick and button array should lift off. Once you’ve taken it off you should be able to 

get your fingers in under the glass, it’s not sharp so you wont cut yourself. Its held down by 

heavy duty Velcro so it might resist somewhat, pull from as far left and as far right as you can. 

The glass shouldn’t break but it’s just to be safe. After you’ve wiped the screen down just put 

everything back in reverse order. 

 



 

A button has stopped working or feels a little flat: 

If the buttons happen to be button 5&6 on player 2 side (medium and high kick in street 

fighter) then you’ll have to plug in the keyboard, during a game press TAB, go to INPUT 

GENERAL and press ENTER, go to PLAYER 2 Controls, scroll down and see if button 5 and 6 say 

N/A , if they do then go to button 5, press ENTER, it should go blank, no press I on the 

keyboard. Next, scroll down to button 6, press ENTER and press K on the keyboard. Once this is 

done button 5 should have I next to it and button 6 should have k. press esc until you get out 

and back to the game. Everything should work fine now. If this happens the system has been 

reset to default for some reason, it’s rare but you only need to do it once. 

If this isn’t the problem then see below: 

Take off the joystick array as per the previous instructions. The wires are connected to the 

switches under the buttons via “quick disconnects” sometimes in the heat of a street fighter 

battle, emotions flow and people take their frustrations out by pounding the console. That’s ok, 

it can take a good beating. Look underneath and see if a wire is disconnected. If so, just 

reattach it to the offending button. 

In the case where the button feels flat and not as bouncy, the switch underneath the button 

may have become dislodged. That’s ok, just snap it back in. If you break buttons or switches, 

email me and I’ll send you some more, all is not lost my friend. 

 

The Screen is black and there is a strange alarm/buzzing sound coming from the 

computer, OR there’s no alarm but the computer wont boot up 

Computers don’t like to be shaken very much, Sometimes during transport (it’s a bumpy ride 

interstate) the RAM boards become slightly dislodged. Don’t panic, there is a little blue knob at 

the back of the computer, make sure the computer is off first. twist it and the top cover comes 

off. Right in the front of the computer (directly below the hard drive)  you’ll see 1 or 2 circuit 

boards with white clips on either end. 

These have gotten slightly loose so that they’re working intermittently. Unclip them, pull them 

out, then insert them back in, make sure they’re in properly and click them in until you get a 

satisfying click sound. That’s all. 



If it’s still doing it, make sure the boards are in, if you have no luck, give me a call or email me 

and I’ll send a replacement. 

 

This “sticky keys” thing keeps popping up. Why? 

Sorry, that’s my fault. The fourth button on the player one side (first button second row) is 

actually the “shift” key on the computer, if you press it really fast you’ll get this “sticky keys” 

thing. I must have forgotten to disable it. To do so, just click the little options (or advanced) 

button on the right in that window, untick everything and apply. That’s all, you’ll never get it 

again. 

 

 

I’m trying to select a game on MAME but its unresponsive: 

Check the bottom of the screen and see if 2 instances of the program are open at the same 

time. Close one. Make a sandwich. 

How do I turn down the bass? 

Why would you ever want to turn down the bass? Inside the cabinet door there’s a subwoofer, 

on top of that is a small bass control knob, turn that the other way and listen to your non bassy 

music. 

How do I use it as a juke box? 

stick a USB thumb drive or a cd into the computer, a window should open asking if you want to 

open the drive or “play all” selecting PLAY ALL will add the songs to a playlist on Windows 

Media Player, otherwise, just open the folder and select the songs you want to play. Don’t 

forget to turn up the bass you sissy. You can also download free jukebox software, a quick 

Google search will find heaps of different ones. 

I keep getting beaten on Street Fighter and a host of other games: 

That’s because you’re a censored censored little censored censored censored. 

Petered off into boring oblivion huh? 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


